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The idea

A doctor involved in the Swiss HIV Cohort Study (SHCS) 
approached me about answering the following quesiton:

In the era of ‘test and treat’, how will a patient’s symptom
status when starting ART impact their clinical outcomes?

Hypothesis: individuals starting ART when they feel well, may
not be ready to start ART and therefore will have more
problems with adherence and therefore be at risk for
worse clinical outcomes.

Can we answer this question with data from the SHCS?



The idea

Q: how will a patient’s symptom status when starting ART impact
their clinical outcomes?

Population
People living with HIV initiating antiretroviral therapy for the first 
time

Exposure (‘Intervention’/Comparator group)
I = People starting ART with a no symptoms 

C = People starting ART without symptoms

Outcomes
Adherence
Viral failure
Resistance



Which data to use?

 Swiss HIV Cohort Study is a cohort study which collates data on 
people living with HIV aged over 16 years who have accessed care 
in one of the collaborating centres in the UK, at any time in 1996 
or thereafter.

 Data are those collected in routine HIV clinical care (CD4 counts, 
HIV viral load, ART, basic demographics)

1. is it safe to use this data?

2. Pragmatically can I answer this research question?

3. what are the potential limitations of these data?



2 - Which data do I need to be careful about?

a) Personal data: “data which relate to a living    
individual who can be identified
(a) from those data, or 
(b) from those data and other information which is 

in the possession of, or is likely to come into the 
possession of, the data controller ”

Examples: Name, Clinic/hospital name, Address, 
Postal/zip code, Date of birth



2 - Which data do I need to be careful about?

b) Sensitive data: “Data consisting of information 
relating to: racial or ethnic origin, political 
opinions, religious beliefs, membership of a trade 
union, physical or mental health, sexual life, 
criminal offences”

Examples: Ethnicity, Religion, Sexuality, HIV-positive 
status, Salary, Bank account number



Want to collect as much personal/sensitive information as you 
need to conduct your study but not collect and hold 
unnecessary data

Collecting personal and sensitive data will require informed 
consent and ethical approval.

e.g. location

Address  postcode  region  urban/rural  ??

3 – What to do about personal and 
sensitive data? 



In the SHCS, consent given to collect and utilize data for 
research – do not need to get consent for individual projects 
with no additional data collection.

Need to check local policies and procedures for obtaining 
ethical approval before proceeding

After data collection:

- Need to be careful when publishing the data to ensure 
anonymity – follow data protection guidelines

- Many journals require data to be made publicly available 
which raises privacy concerns if data not properly 
anonymized.

3 – What to do about personal and 
sensitive data? (2)

Source: https://www.dataprotection.ie/docs/Anonymisation-and-pseudonymisation/1594.htm



4- Are the data we need available?

Question: how will a patient’s symptom status when starting
ART impact their clinical outcomes (adherence, viral failure, 
resistance)?

Demographics
(patient, hospital, ethnicity, 

risk group, first and last 
visit)

Clinical events 
- AIDS 
- death

Antiretroviral
therapy

Comorbidities
Symptoms

CD4 counts            

Adherence

Risk behaviour
Drug & alcohol use

Depression
Viral loads

CDC-staging

Laboratory tests (LFTs, 
creatinine etc.)Reistance
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Q: how will a patient’s symptom status when starting ART impact
their clinical outcomes?

Population

HIV-positive adults initiating ART for first time

Also need to have symptom status, adherence, and viral loads 
Exclusion criteria: 
 Pregnancy
 ART started before 2003

5- Refining the research question



5- Refining the research question

How do we measure exposure?

What constitutes ’asymptomatic’?

Exposure

I : People starting ART with CDC-stage A

C : People starting ART with CDC-stage B or C



5- Refining the research question

How do we measure outcome?

What constitutes non-adherence?

2 question asked by clinician:

1) Have you missed a dose of ART in the last 4 weeks?
Never
Once every 4 weeks
Once every 2 weeks
Once a week
More than once a week
Every day

2) Have you missed more than one dose in a row in 24 hours?

Measured twice yearly (minimum)



5- Refining the research question

How do we measure outcome?

What constitutes viral failure?
 RNA >50? >200? >400 copies/ml?

 Confirmed/unconfirmed?

 In what time frame?



5- Refining the research question

How do we measure outcome?

What constitutes resistance?
 New mutations? Measured only in those with viral 

failure – assume all others have no resistance?

 Implies baseline resistance is measured

 In what time frame?



Q: how will a patient’s symptom status when starting ART impact
their clinical outcomes?

Hypotheses:

Patients starting ART when asymptomatic are more likely to:

1) Missed any doses of ART 

2) Time to viral failure (two consecutive RNA>50 copies/ml)

3) Development of new resistance mutation

5- Refining the research question



6 – What biases do we need to consider

Confounding

1. Before the guidelines were changed, who would have 
started ART when asymptomatic (i.e., CDC stage A)?

2. Do you think these people would differ from  those starting 
with symptoms? How?

3. Have these data been collected (so that we can adjust for 
these factors)?



6 – What biases do we need to consider



6 – What biases do we need to consider

Missing data
 Who might not have CDC-stage measured at baseline?

 Who might not have a viral load measured?

Infrequent monitoring
 Why might some have more follow-up visits than others 

(and therefore more adherence and viral loads 
measurements)?



6 – What biases do we need to consider
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Before you write the analysis plan

1. Feasibility analysis

 Need to have enough people starting ART while asymptomatic

 Patients need to have:

-adherence questionnaire

-laboratory measures available

-resistance test results available at ART start and virological failure

 Will our sample size be large enough?

 Will we observe enough outcome events?



Before you write the analysis plan

2. Write the concept sheet
About 1-2 pages
 Title
 Hypothesis/background   
 Aim(s) 
 Inclusion/exclusion  
 Proposed analysis in brief
 Variables needed    
 Possible limitations  



Analysis Plan

Research question and choice of exposure and outcome 
variables will determine most appropriate statistical 
tests/models to use 

Should be outlined in concept sheet

Sensitivity and sub-group analyses may be needed – should be 
planned a priori

But . . . . 

May have to be more flexible than in RCTs

As project develops, analysis plan may change



Analysis Plan

Descriptive analyses
 Get to know your data!

 Identify differences in exposure groups and potential confounders 

Main analysis
 Analysis of primary endpoint

 Adjusting for confounders (regression models)

Exploratory/sub-group analyses
 Not your main endpoint

 Provide some insight/aids interpretation of main results

Sensitivity analyses
 Are methods and definitions valid?



Descriptive analyses

1. Data checks

2. Patient flow through study

3. Number of people with and without exposure of interest

4. Describe baseline demographic and clinical 
characteristics according to exposure of interest

5. Patient follow-up

6. Outcome 



1) Data checks (errors, outliers, normal distribution, 
missing data etc.)

Age at ART start Log10 VL at ART start

Descriptive analyses 



2) Patient flow

Descriptive analyses

Compare those 
included from 
those excluded



3) Number of people with and without exposure of interest 

Those with CDC-stage A within 30 days of starting ART

4) Other characteristics of the sample

 Demographics, HIV markers, AIDS events, cART regimen, calendar 
year, HBV/HCV co-infection etc.

 Summarize by exposure of interest (asymptomatic status)

Descriptive analyses



Descriptive analyses



5) Patient follow-up

 Time under follow-up

 Frequency of monitoring (laboratory tests, resistance tests)

 Comparison by exposure of interest (asymptomatic status)

Descriptive analyses



6) Outcome
 Percentage with non-adherence (at what time point?)
 Crude rate of virological failure
 Comparison by exposure of interest

Descriptive analyses



6) Outcome
 Number of resistance mutations at viral failure

Descriptive analyses



 Should answer research question

 Provide estimates that are adjusted for measured confounders 
(regression models)

 Potential confounders:
− ART regimen
− Demographics (sex, ethnicity, education)
− Status of HIV partner, sexual risk behavior

Main analyses



Sensitivity analyses

If we change variable definitions, do our conclusions 
remain unchanged?

How do we define virological failure?

Cutoff for viral load?



Sensitivity analyses

If we change the time frame of the study, do our 
conclusions remain unchanged?

Are people starting ART in 2003 have the same probability of
success of treatment than those starting in 2017?

Are HIV-infected individuals the same (demographically) in 
2003 than in 2017?



Exploratory analysis

Aware of large limitation - reasons for starting ART when 
asymptomatic is not known

Undertook range of preliminary analyses to understand 
differences between the exposure groups

- Predictors of starting ART when asymptomatic

- Changes in asymptomatic status at ART start over time (i.e., 
before and after guidelines)



Write and publish the paper



Summary

It is possible to answer a research question using data 
from your own clinic and without the need for big 
program grants

Need to be aware of potential biases and limitations 
that are present

Lots of background work/analyses that don’t make it 
to the finished article

Get statistical advice from the start! 
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